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A BSTRACT
Through this paper, we propose a visualization repository Visrepo.
Visrepo is an effort to collect and organize information about different visualization types from variant sources into a one central
knowledgebase. This knowledgebase aims to provide an open
source and publicly accessible online environment that: 1) provides
the visualization community with a curated central database of different visualization types, 2) that can be reused and edited to fulﬁll
the diverse user requirements, 3) fosters visualization literacy by
providing knowledge about different visualization types referenced
from scholarly articles and 4) enables long term visualization data
curation for visualization theoretical research.
Index Terms: [300]Human-centered computing Visualization theory, concepts and paradigms
1 I NTRODUCTION
Visualization effectively presents large chunks of data into comprehensible graphics. Thus, it is an integral component for all those
domains which are directly or indirectly engaged with data. The
creation of a visualization requires a number of nuanced judgments
about data, goal, and effective visual encoding to map data values
to graphical features such as position, size, shape, and color [20].
Irrespectively, too often the creators of visualizations (application
scientists, programmers and non-visualization domain users) do
not spend enough time endeavoring to understand the underlying
science they are trying to represent. Just as application scientists
sometimes create crude visualizations without understanding the algorithms and science of visualization. [21]. Unlike other disciplines
(physics or mathematics), visualization knowledge is spread across
different venues and is not deﬁnite [16] or standardized. The downside of it is that, it leads to a contradictory opinion on different visualization concepts and techniques. While trustworthy visualization
sources, e.g. visualization publications or books may be difﬁcult
to comprehend for visualization practitioners or domain users, amateur sites or blogs may mislead users [30].
In our previous study [22], we had surveyed the biodiversity community about their challenges concerning the usage of visualization
and their possible solutions. We found that due to their limited visualization knowledge, biodiversity domain scientists are often unaware of the various visualization techniques available today. Due
to this, they tend to use similar visualization types again and again,
even though they feel is not effective in their work. Their suggestion in eliminating this problem was that, a visualization tool should
provide a showcase of all the visualizations presented in it. Here,
the showcase means a one stop shop of the collection and organization of different types of visualizations, their design requirements
and their speciﬁc domain relevance.
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There exist numerous platforms that inform about different types
of visualizations. These platforms are in the form of websites, blog,
scientiﬁc sources (publications or books) which give information
about different visualization in the form of examples, discussion forums etc. For instance, at the time of this writing, more than 300
different visualizations are listed on the D3.js [10] website. D3.js is
a javascript library for creating visualizations and their showcase is
a collection of different visualizations (with examples and program
codes) that can be constructed through this library. In order to build
a visualization knowledgebase, one needs to bring all different visualizations types and its related information (why it is used, when
it is used, what type of data it represents etc.) at one place. Moreover, to make it easily understandable for different communities
one needs to include its domain relevance and usage; for example,
a dendrogram is a type of tree diagram which in biological sciences
is used for the purpose of representing clusters and phylogenies.
All this information needs to be properly organized, maintained and
preserved. For every other domain, making such a platform from
scratch includes a huge amount of work, cost, resources etc. There
are currently many privately owned websites available (see Section
2.1, point 2), that do such a visualization showcase. However, one
major problem is that they are not open source. Therefore, they
cannot be edited or updated to make them suitable for a speciﬁc
community or domain (e.g. biodiversity as in our case). Moreover,
as they are privately owned, they lack visualization community engagement which can enrich such platforms with expert advice.
In this paper, we propose to build a centrally available, open
source and community curated visualization repository. Being an
open source environment would allow diverse users to reuse and
rework on their own copy as per their domain requirements. Moreover, it would be an eminent source of educational material for visualization courses. As, it has been expressed in this paper [13]
as well, such a collected knowledge could serve as an important
source of information for future theoretical visualization research
activities e.g. taxonomies, ontologies, design gallery and spaces.
In the following sections, we provide a brief overview on the
similar work in Section 2, its features and services in Section 3,
overview of its components in Section 4, some challenges in Section 5 and conclusion and future directions in Section 6.
2

R ELATED W ORK

2.1 Visualization showcase platform
In recent years plenty of platforms, website, blogs etc. have
emerged showcasing different visualizations. In the following we
have categorized some of them:
1. Software visualization showcase: Visualization showcases
that are provided by individual visualization software projects
to showcase all those visualizations that can be build by their
software. For example : Vega-lite [34], D3.js [10], RAWGraphs [6] and DC.js [5].
2. Visualization catalogue: Privately owned visualization showcasing websites. Some of them are: data visualization cat-

alogue [2], data visualization project [3], visualization universe [8] and visualization periodic table [24].
3. Forums: Online available privately owned blogs related to visualization topics: adioma [7], reddit [4], information is beautiful [26], ﬂowing data [35] and atlas [1].
4. Surveys: Visualization surveys as books [19], publication or
online portal [31]. Their focus is mostly on teaching and learning purposes than the one we described in the section 3.
2.2 Visualization Databases
Data curation can be described as a process of collecting data from
diverse sources and integrating it into repositories that are many
more times valuable than the independent part. In the curation process, data is organized, described, cleaned, enhanced, and preserved
for public use [28]. Here we have listed some of the example data
repositories from different disciplines: [9,15,18,23,25,29]. Though
the value of having such a repository or showcase for visualization
has been advocated years before [11], still such projects are very
limited in the visualization domain. Visguides [16] and Milestone
Project [17] are two such projects that we are aware of. Visguides is
a visualization community driven collaborative effort to collect and
discuss various visualization guidelines. Milestone project is an
attempt to collect and organize information about the history of different data visualizations. Our proposition of a visualization repository (Visrepo) is an attempt to collect diverse information about
different visualization types at one central platform so that it can be
easily reused, re-edit and referenced by different communities.
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AND

S ERVICES

In the following, we have highlighted some of the features (1-3) and
services (4-7) that should be provided by the Visrepo:

going on that use the same phenomena where one main copy
is retained and others are forked by different users. For example: github and bioportal [33]. Github is a source code
management system wherein the software code can be reused
and referenced for other software projects. Bioportal is a biological ontology management system where one can develop
new ontologies by building on top of existing ones. The ontology page then shows all the versioned ontologies based on
the main ontology.
5. Pedagogical beneﬁts: This knowledgebase could be an eminent source of visualization literacy to the public. Improved
visualization literacy is one of the important challenges mentioned in [14]. Visualization information from this knowledgebase will serve to train practitioners, novices and would help
teachers in their curriculum. Moreover, with domain speciﬁc
database versions, one would also be aware of the signiﬁcance
of different visualizations in different domains.
6. Knowledge-based systems: Knowledge-based visualization
systems are highly dependent on similar knowledge sources
[12]. Thus, such a knowledgebase can be embedded in the
development of different visualization systems.
7. Future visualization research innovations: This curation of
different visualizations and its long term preservation in the
form of structured knowledgebase would be a valuable asset
in future visualization theoretical researches, for e.g. in the
formalization of ontologies and taxonomies [13].
4 C OMPONENTS OF A K NOWLEDGEBASE
In (Fig. 1), we provide an overview of the proposed framework.
Individual components are described below:

1. Centralized Management: There is no deﬁnitive central
database for referencing different visualization types. As visualization is perceived as an art of data representation, plethora
of visualizations has been developed for efﬁciently visualizing the data. Visualization knowledge got distributed among
different publications, books, websites and blogs. The side effect of this distribution of knowledge is conﬂicting viewpoints
on different visualization guidelines. Thus, to make visualization knowledge more deﬁnitive such a visualization repository
or database is needed.
2. Community curated: To make it a reliable source, such a
knowledgebase is proposed to be created by the members
from the visualization community who understand the science
of this domain well. Moreover, this information should be
supported by references from scholarly articles. Such an environment should be open for the other members of the community where they can question and discuss. Community engagement will also assist in proper curation and preservation
of the knowledge.
3. Open source and reusable: To provide the beneﬁt of such
knowledgebase to the public, it should be kept as an open
source platform. This knowledgebase can only be beneﬁcial
to other communities, if they are allowed to reuse, edit and
update it for their own speciﬁc purposes. It will spare them to
do this work from the scratch and they can add up their own
work on top of the copy of this database.
4. Version management: Different versions of this knowledgebase referencing to the central and original copy will have
their own beneﬁts, as users will remain aware about their work
being used and referenced. There are so many such projects

Figure 1: Schema showing the components of visrepo. Visualization
showcase and different search strategies enable users to ﬁnd the
desired visualization. Then, from that visualization page one can
navigate to other related visualization pages.

1. Visualization showcase: A landing page of this system which
showcases all the visualizations in a thumbnail view available
in the portal.
2. Visualization search strategies: Having different visualizations at one place can be too cumbersome for the users to
browse. Therefore, to reduce the visualization search space,
we propose that such system should have different visualization ﬁlters or search strategies. Visualization literature provides many different dimensions by which intended visualization can be speciﬁed. For example: visualization search by
dataset type [27], data attribute type, user goals, visualization

tasks, visualization techniques [32], data domain etc. As currently, we are in the preliminary stages, therefore we are not in
the position to provide a deﬁnite list of different search strategies that would be used in the system.
A speciﬁc ’Domain relevant search’ strategy for different domains could be used to ﬁlter down the visualizations that are
speciﬁc to that particular domain (see Fig. 2). Thus different
versions of the same copy could be merged into the original
version providing a complete overview of information present
in the database. Then, through the use of ﬁlter/search functions speciﬁc copies can be accessed.
3. Visualization page: A dedicated page for each visualization
providing detailed information about it. To maintain the authenticity of this information, references of scholarly articles
are proposed to be included for every claim. Further component of this page would provide a detail information related
to the speciﬁc visualization, for example: visualization image,
description, general usage, domain speciﬁc usage (see Fig. 2),
domain speciﬁc examples (from authentic sources), visualization goals, data types, guidelines speciﬁc to this visualization,
related visualization as per (goal, data types, etc.), related publications, related explanatory videos/blogs, etc.

Figure 3: Some of the challenges in the deployment of the Visrepo
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Figure 2: Versioning in Visrepo

5

C HALLENGES

Deploying such an environment on a large scale, comes with the
multitudinal challenges. Though we cannot foresee all of them beforehead but we have tried to provide few of them in (see Fig. 3) as
a starting point for further planning and discussion.
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AND

F UTURE D IRECTIONS

In this paper, we have discussed our proposal about building a visualization repository for the collection and organization of different visualizations on one platform. Our proposal is motivated from
the results of our previous user study, previous expert advice and a
current state of diverse, scattered and dynamic visualization knowledge. We will like to strongly emphasize that our proposal for Visrepo is not about creating one more visualization collection but also
to fulﬁll the goals that are mentioned in Section 3. Our immediate need is to provide such a repository to our biodiversity domain
users. Alongside, we are equally interested in building it on a large
scale so that it can fulﬁll various discussed services. We have also
identiﬁed few of the challenges that needs to be addressed for the
deployment of the Visrepo at the large scale. Through the medium
of this paper, we would also like to invite interested visualization
community members to come together and participate in the future
discussion and planning of this project.
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